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Abstra t
In the following dissertation, we study the dynami al properties of sele ted materials belonging to three groups of strongly orrelated systems: the transition-metal spinel, magnetite
(Fe3 O4 ), two a tinide ompounds PuCoGa5 and UCoGa5 , and the rare-earth metal Eu.
The Verwey transition in magnetite was investigated using the group theory and density fun tional theory al ulations. We found that the stru tural transition from the hightemperature ubi to the low-temperature mono lini phase is indu ed by two primary order
parameters with symmetries X3 and ∆5 . The ele troni and rystal stru tures of both phases
were al ulated in luding the lo al Coulomb intera tion U and Hund's ex hange J between
the 3d ele trons on Fe. For the ubi symmetry, the phonon dispersion urves were obtained
using the dire t method, and a signi ant dependen e of the phonon spe trum on U was
found. The ele tron-phonon oupling is strongly ae ted by ele tron orrelations, leading
in the ase of the X3 mode to the metal-insulator transition. In the insulating state, the
phonon order parameters stabilize the harge-orbital ordering on the o tahedral Fe sites.
The ele troni , stru tural, and phonon properties of the PuCoGa5 super ondu tor were
studied using the rst-prin iples methods. For the optimized ele troni and rystal stru ture,
the phonon dispersion urves and phonon density of states were al ulated. It was found that
phonon energies depend signi antly on the on-site Hubbard intera tion U between the 5f
ele trons on Pu. Some transverse opti al modes strongly soften up to 30% for U = 3 eV. To
verify this result, the dispersion urves were measured by the inelasti x-ray s attering at the
syn hrotron radiation sour e. A very good agreement between the theory and experiment
indi ates the importan e of ele tron orrelations in the latti e dynami s of PuCoGa5 . Using
the al ulated phonon density of states, the riti al temperature was estimated, and the
phonon me hanism of super ondu tivity was dis ussed. The phonon dispersion urves for
the isostru tural ompound UCoGa5 were al ulated for U = 0. A good agreement with the
neutron experiment indi ates the itinerant hara ter of the 5f ele trons in this material.
The latti e dynami s of the rare-earth metal Eu was studied in the ubi bcc phase. All
al ulated phonon dispersions are stable at ambient onditions. The derived phonon density
of states as well as the thermodynami and elasti quantities for europium shows a very good
agreement with the experimental data obtained by the resonant nu lear s attering.
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Stresz zenie
W przedstawionej rozprawie habilita yjnej badamy wªasno± i dynami zne wybrany h materiaªów nale»¡ y h do trze h grup ukªadów silnie skorelowany h: magnetyt (Fe3 O4 ), dwa
zwi¡zki aktynow ów, PuCoGa5 i UCoGa5 , oraz metal ziem rzadki h, Eu.
Przej± ie Verweya w magnety ie zostaªo zbadane przy pomo y teorii grup i obli ze« oparty h na teorii funk jonaªu gsto± i. Pokazano, »e przej± ie strukturalne z wysokotemperaturowej fazy kubi znej do niskotemperaturowej fazy jednosko±nej indukowane jest przez dwa
pierwotne parametry porz¡dku o symetria h X3 i ∆5 . Struktury elektronowe i krystali zne
dla obydwu faz zostaªy wyzna zone przy uwzgldnieniu lokalnego oddziaªywania kulombowskiego U i wymiany Hunda J midzy elektronami 3d na »elazie. Dla symetrii kubi znej,
obli zono fononowe krzywe dyspersji metod¡ bezpo±redni¡ i znaleziono du»¡ zale»no±¢ energii
fononów od oddziaªywania U . Sprz»enie elektron-fonon jest silnie modykowane korela jami elektronowymi i w przypadku modu X3 prowadzi do przej± ia metal-izolator. W fazie
izolatora, fononowe parametry porz¡dku stabilizuj¡ uporz¡dkowanie ªadunkowo-orbitalne na
atoma h Fe w poªo»enia h oktaedry zny h.
Wªasno± i elektronowe, strukturalne i fononowe nadprzewodnika PuCoGa5 zbadano metodami obli zeniowymi z pierwszy h zasad. Dla zoptymalizowanej struktury, wyzna zono
fononowe rela je dyspersji i gsto± i stanów. Pokazano, »e energie fononowe zale»¡ silnie
od oddziaªywania Hubbarda U dla elektronów w stana h 5f . Energia niektóry h modów opty zny h zmniejsza si nawet do 30 % dla U = 3 eV. Aby zwerykowa¢ ten wynik, zmierzono
krzywe dyspersji metod¡ nieelasty znego rozpraszania promieni X. Bardzo dobra zgodno±¢
midzy teori¡ i eksperymentem wskazuje na du»y wpªyw korela ji elektronowy h na dynamik sie i PuCoGa5 . Na podstawie wyli zonej fononowej gsto± i stanów, wyzna zono
temperatur kryty zn¡ i zbadano fononowy me hanizm nadprzewodni twa. Dla izostrukturalnego zwi¡zku UCoGa5 wyli zono fononowe rela je dyspersji dla U = 0. Dobra zgodno±¢ z
pomiarami neutronowymi wskazuje na zdelokalizowany harakter stanów 5f w tym zwi¡zku.
Zbadana zostaªa dynamika sie i europu w fazie bcc. Wszyskie wyli zone gaªzie fononowe
s¡ stabilne przy zerowym i±nieniu. Wyzna zona gsto±¢ stanów fononowy h, jak równie»
wielko± i termodynami zne i elasty zne dla europu, bardzo dobrze zgadzaj¡ si z danymi
eksperymentalnymi otrzymanymi metod¡ rezonansowego rozpraszania nuklearnego.
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1

Introdu tion

Stru tural and dynami al properties of materials depend on their ele troni stru tures. The
interatomi for es, whi h determine the positions of atoms and their movement, result from
the ele trostati intera tions between ele trons; in luding those lo alized in the atomi ore and
itinerant valen e ele trons. In metals, for es between atoms are signi antly s reened by the
valen e ele trons, so their distribution in luding spin polarization, determine to a large extend
rystal dynami s. In insulators, the ioni intera tions depends mainly on the ele tron ongurations of the lo alized states, so the atom-like features (orbital o upan y, harge lo alization)
be ome a tive and play important role in the atomi behavior. In strongly orrelated materials,
like transition-metal oxides or f -ele tron systems, lo al ele tron intera tions radi ally modify
the ele troni stru ture through e.g. a metal-insulator transition. Su h hanges inuen e also
latti e dynami s leading to new ee ts not observed in usual metals. Sin e many materials properties, also having pra ti al appli ations like super ondu tivity or ferroele tri ity, are strongly
onne ted with latti e dynami s, deeper understanding of ele tron-phonon interrelations is of
signi ant importan e. This is the main subje t of the presented dissertation.
1.1

Single-ele tron versus

orrelated state

Histori ally, the rst ele troni stru ture al ulations were based on the models of non-intera ting
ele trons moving in atom-like potentials [1℄. It was assumed that all ele troni intera tions are
ontained in the ee tive eld, omposed of the repulsive ele troni part and the attra tive eld
of the nu leus. Sin e the ele troni part of the potential depends on the wave fun tions one
is going to nd, the solution of the S hrödinger equation requires the iterative self- onsistent
approa h. With in lusion of the Pauli ex lusion prin iple this approa h leads to the HartreeFo k equations with the non-lo al ex hange energy [2℄. The ex hange intera tion redu es the
repulsion between ele trons with the same spin dire tion. Be ause of ompli ated al ulations,
the Hartree-Fo k method is rarely applied for solids and has been used mainly for small systems
(atoms, mole ules).
A signi ant progress was asso iated with the formulation of the density fun tional theory
(DFT) by Hohenberg, Kohn, and Sham [3, 4℄. The basi theorem states that the total energy of a
given system, in luding the ex hange and orrelation intera tions, is a fun tional of the ele tron
density, whi h an be uniquely determined by minimizing the ground state energy. In pra ti al
appli ations, the ele tron density and ee tive potential are obtained from the single-parti le
wave fun tions al ulated self- onsistently from the S hrödinger-type equations alled the KohnSham (KS) equations. The exa t form of the ex hange- orrelation potential is unknown and the
approximate fun tional must be used. In the most ommon lo al density approximation (LDA),
the ex hange- orrelation potential is al ulated from the uniform ele tron gas. The nonlo al
ee ts an be taken into a ount partially by in luding the gradient expansion of the ele tron
density within the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) [5℄. During last 40 years, many
e ient methods were developed to solve the KS equations and the DFT be ame a very powerful
and basi tool for studying the ele troni and stru tural properties of various types of materials
[6℄.
However, there are systems where the DFT fails to des ribe orre tly the ele troni stru ture.
A ording to the standard band theories, numerous transition-metal insulators, su h as NiO or
MnO, should be metalli due to the partial o upation of the d-ele tron bands. Indeed, the DFT
ground state of transition-metal oxides is either metalli (CoO) or insulating with a strongly
underestimated energy gap (NiO) [7℄. Peierls was rst who noti ed that the Coulomb repulsion
between ele trons may prevent them from moving thus being the origin of the insulating behavior
6

[8℄. Mott studied the me hanism of phase transition between the metalli and insulating state
driven by lo al ele tron orrelations [9℄. To distin t from a typi al band insulator, su h material is
alled the Mott insulator. The basi and most popular model, whi h in ludes the on-site Coulomb
intera tion (U ) between ele trons lo alized on the same atom was introdu ed by Hubbard [10℄.
The hange of ele tron o upation by moving it from one atom to another osts large energy
(proportional to U ) that strongly prevents harge u tuations. For ele trons in the more lo alized
d and f orbitals, this lo al intera tion is mu h stronger than in the extended s and p states. In
the LDA, the ex hange- orrelation energy is obtained from the uniform ele tron gas, therefore,
its value for the d- and f -ele tron systems is usually largely underestimated.
The ele tron potential for the lo alized states an be improved by adding to the DFT fun tional the Hubbard-U energy term. It an be done on the stati mean-eld level within the
LDA+U method [11℄. This approa h does not hange the single-ele tron hara ter of the Hamiltonian and an be solved a urately using the self- onsistent pro edure. When applied to the
transition-metal monoxides [11℄ or high-Tc uprates [12℄, the LDA+U improves signi antly the
ele troni stru ture (band gaps, magneti moments) omparing to the LDA. Also in materials with omplex intera tions in luding spin, orbital, and latti e degrees of freedom (like the
3d-perovskites), this method gives qualitatively better results than the LDA [13, 14, 15℄.
In strongly orrelated metals, LDA+U enables to in lude partially ee ts of ele tron lo alization. A good example is plutonium, where the large dis repan y between the experimental and
al ulated volume (35 %) an be orre ted using the realisti Hubbard intera tion U = 4 eV [16℄.
However, the dynami al ee ts like the formation of lo al moments or the Kondo ee t an not be
aptured using stati mean-eld methods. In more sophisti ated approa h, the dynami al meaneld theory (DMFT), the many-body orre tions are in luded by solving the single-impurity
Anderson model using e.g. the quantum Monte Carlo te hnique [17℄. The obtained energy spe trum ontains information on the ele troni self-energy and lifetimes not a ounted for by the
DFT. From the omputational point of view, the DMFT is a highly demanding method and has
been used so far only to the limited number of the d- and f -ele tron systems.
1.2

Phonons in transition-metal oxides

In materials, where the standard DFT fails to des ribe properly the ele troni state, also the
al ulated phonon spe tra show large dis repan ies with the experiment. If the ground state
followed from the DFT is metalli (instead of insulating), or the energy gap is too low, ele tron u tuations and harge s reening are usually overestimated, resulting in in orre t phonon
energies [18℄. In transition-metal oxides, strong softening of phonons is observed in the LDA
al ulations. When ele tron u tuations are redu ed by the lo al Coulomb repulsion, the s reening of interatomi for es is weaken and phonon energies in reases. A systemati improvement
of al ulated phonons for MnO [18℄, NiO [19℄, and CoO [20℄ was a hieved, after in luding the
on-site Coulomb intera tion between 3d ele trons.
A large inuen e of ele tron orrelations on phonons was revealed in the doped transitionmetal perovskites. Parti ularly spe ta ular are phonon anomalies in the high-TC uprate superondu tors La2−x Srx CuO4 [21, 22℄ and YBa2 Cu3 O6+x [23℄. A strong softening of the high-energy
Cu-O breathing modes, is asso iated with the modi ation of harge s reening due to a metalinsulator transition as well as the ele tron-phonon oupling. In addition, the anomalous dis ontinuity of phonon dispersions are indu ed by the inhomogeneous ele troni state in the form of e.g.
the harge-spin stripes [22, 24℄. A strong softening and splitting of the bond-stret hing modes
was observed also in the doped ni kelates [25℄ and bismuthates [26℄ indi ating the important
role of phonons in the ordered harge-spin states. Many of these ee ts were studied within
the Hubbard or t-J model [27℄, extended by the phonon terms. The results obtained by the
7

numeri al methods, like the exa t diagonalization [28℄ or quantum Monte Carlo [29℄, as well as
the analyti al te hniques [30℄ point out to the un onventional hara ter of the ele tron-phonon
oupling in the doped Mott insulators. Although, the role of phonons in the high-TC uprates is
still not lear many interesting me hanisms of super ondu tivity involving lo al ele tron-phonon
oupling were proposed and developed [31℄.
The ele tron-latti e oupling a quires new features due to orbital degrees of freedom. The
best example is the interplay of the 3d orbitals with latti e in manganites, whi h plays the ru ial
role in the olossal magnetoresistan e [32℄. The orbital ordering with the onne ted stru tural
phase transition is driven by the Jahn-Teller (JT) distortion, whi h splits the degenerate eg states
on the Mn3+ ions. The anomalous broadening of the Raman modes responsible for the JT ee t
in LaMnO3 is observed below and above the stru tural transition [33℄. In the slightly doped
La1−x Srx MnO3 , a giant phonon softening aused by the formation of the orbital polaron was
revealed [34℄. Su h an orbital-phonon oupling renders new features of both the quasiparti le as
well as the vibrational spe tra [35℄, and indu es lo al latti e distortions [36℄. The orbital degrees
of freedom oupled to latti e play important role in many other transition-metal perovskites, like
YTiO3 and LaTiO3 [37℄.
In transition-metal spinels, the oupling between phonons and ele troni degrees of freedom
is strongly by the rystal geometry. A spe ial hara ter of spinels, having a general formula
AB2 O4 , is asso iated with the existen e of two nonequivalent ation sites: the tetrahedral A
and the o tahedral B positions. The latter form the pyro hlore latti e, onsisting of the ornersharing tetrahedra and being the origin of geometri al frustration of magneti intera tions and
high degenera y of the ele troni state [38℄. At low-temperatures, su h system remains in a
disordered state (spin glass) or lifts its degenera y through a stru tural phase transition. In
spinels, various types of the ordered states and ele tron-phonon me hanisms of phase transitions
were revealed. In ZnMn2 O4 , the symmetry redu tion to the tetragonal spa e group I41 /amd
and the orbital ordering is driven by the JT ee t [39℄. The tetragonal distortion in ZnCr2 O4
indu es the AF order with the spin gap similarly to the spin-Peierls systems [40℄. The metalinsulator transition in MgTi2 O4 is indu ed by the spin-singlet formation and dimerization of the
atomi bonds [41℄. In some ases, the AF state, whi h breaks the ubi symmetry, inuen es
signi antly the phonon frequen ies due to spa ial modulation of the ex hange oupling (spinphonon intera tion) [42℄. Re ently, a large splitting of the infrared modes in FeCr2 O4 indu ed
by the magneti ordering with no stru tural omponent has been dete ted [43℄.
The best known material rystallizing in the spinel stru ture is magnetite (Fe3 O4 ). The phase
transition observed at TV = 122 K, known as the Verwey transition (VT), fas inated people sin e
its dis overy more than 70 years ago. Re ent experimental and theoreti al studies revealed a
ooperative harge-orbital-phonon nature of the VT. Our studies, presented in [M1,M2,M3℄,
established the order parameters of the VT and the ele tron-phonon me hanism leading to the
harge-orbital ordering in the low-symmetry mono lini phase. The main results of these studies
are presented in Se . 3.
1.3

Latti e dynami s in

f -ele

tron metals

Latti e dynami s studies in the lanthanides and a tinides are very limited due to the experimental
di ulties su h as radia tivity, high rea tivity, small single rystals, and high neutron absorption.
Theoreti al problems with des ription of omplex ele troni and stru tural properties of a tinides
result from a dual itinerant-lo alized hara ter of the 5f ele trons. In light a tinidies (Th-Np),
the 5f states are delo alized and take part in atomi bonding, while in heavy ones (Am and
beyond), ele trons are ompletely lo alized in ores [44℄. Plutonium lies at the border between
these two groups, and it is the most omplex element in the periodi table.
8

A spe i hara ter of a tinides is ree ted by unusual properties of latti e dynami s. In Th,
the phonon dispersions with two Kohn anomalies [45℄ were su essfully al ulated by Bou het
et al. [46℄, indi ating the itinerant hara ter of the 5f ele trons in this metal. Uranium has
mu h ompli ated stru ture and some extraordinary features of the latti e dynami s have been
revealed. Firstly, phonon anomalies related to the harge-density wave (CDW) formation at T =
43 K were observed by the inelasti neutron s attering (INS) measurements [47, 48℄. Additionally, a strong temperature dependen e of phonon energies [49℄ and the formation of an intrinsi
lo alized mode at high temperatures [50℄ were found. The al ulations su essfully reprodu ed
phonon softening indu ed by the CDW and energies of the a ousti modes [51℄. The opti modes,
however, show large dis repan y with the experiment, indi ating that not all ele troni intera tions were orre tly in luded. In δ-Pu, the phonon dispersion urves were rst al ulated using
the DMFT method [52℄. The qualitative predi tions: the Kohn anomaly in the transverse a ousti (TA)[011℄ bran h and strong softening of the TA[111℄ mode were then veried by the inelasti
x-ray s attering (IXS) [53℄, however, some quantitative dis repan ies are not well understood.
Many a tinide ompounds ontaining U or Pu display remarkable super ondu ting properties
at low-temperatures. Most of them belong to the heavy-fermion systems, like UPt3 or UBe13 ,
with hara teristi large ee tive ele tron masses (m∗ ∼ 200me ) [54℄. In some of them, the
super ondu ting state oexists with the ferromagnetism (UGe2 , URhGe), indi ating the un onventional (non-phononi ) pairing me hanism promoted by magneti intera tions. In fa t, the role
of phonons in the f -ele tron super ondu tors is not well understood, and both the experimental
and theoreti al studies of latti e dynami s in those materials are very rare. The rst ab initio
studies of phonons in the a tinide ompounds were performed for the super ondu tor PuCoGa5
[P1,P2,P3℄ and UCoGa5 [U1℄, and they will be presented in Se . 4.
The partially lled 4f states in rare earths (RE) exhibit even more lo alized hara ter than
the 5f states in a tinides and the 3d states in transition metals. It is the origin of high magneti
moments and very diverse ele troni properties. Due to a lo alized hara ter of the 4f ele trons the bonding properties of lanthanides are mainly determined by the valen e spd ele trons.
Some ee t of the 4f ele trons on interatomi for es and phonon frequen ies may result from
the hybridization between the 4f and valen e states [55℄. This ee t an be largely enhan ed
under high pressure, whi h indu es the volume ollapse and delo alization of the 4f ele trons
(observed e.g. in Ce). To study su h ee ts, the phonon spe trum should be investigated by the
experimental as well as the rst-prin iples methods. A urate phonon al ulations are therefore
ne essary to omplete our knowledge about lanthanides, in luding also the me hanisms of phase
transitions in these materials [56℄. In a few ases, the dispersion urves were al ulated using
the Born-von Karman model and tted to the INS measurements [57, 58, 59℄. Our studies of
europium presented in [E1℄ and dis ussed in Se . 5, are the rst ab initio al ulations of phonon
spe trum of the RE element.
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2

Methods

The rystal and ele troni stru tures of the onsidered materials were studied using the Vienna
Ab Initio Simulation Pa kage (vasp) [60℄. This program is based on the DFT and it solves the
KS equations using the self onsistent iterative diagonalization pro edure. All al ulations are
performed in the super ell with the periodi boundary onditions, whi h simulates the innite
rystal. The ele tron potential and wave fun tions are al ulated in the entire volume, divided
into the atomi ore and interatomi (bonding) regions, using the Blö hl's proje tor augmentedwave (PAW) method [61℄. It was implemented in the vasp program by Kresse and Joubert [62℄.
This method joins a high a ura y of the all-ele tron methods, like LAPW and LMTO, with
an e ien y and simpli ity of the pseudopotential approa hes. Similarly to the latter methods,
the PAW te hnique uses the pseudo wave fun tions Ψ̃(r), expanded in the plane-wave basis,
whi h exa tly des ribe one-ele tron states in the bonding region. A smooth ontinuation of
the pseudofun tion Ψ̃(r) in the atomi ore approximates the exa t wave fun tion Ψ(r), whi h
rapidly os illates and hanges its sign in this region. Therefore, Ψ̃(r) is mu h more onvenient for
the rystal stru ture optimization, whi h mainly depends on the ele tron density in the bonding
region. Sin e, the PAW method provides the exa t linear transformation between both the wave
fun tions Ψ(r) and Ψ̃(r), all ele troni properties of the ore an be re overed in the ourse of
al ulations.
As dis ussed in the previous se tion, the main approximation in the DFT on erns the
ex hange- orrelation energy. We used the GGA fun tional derived by Pardew, Burke, and Ernzerhof (PBE) [63℄. Gradient orre tions beyond the LDA are parti ularly important for the
f -ele tron elements [64℄. There are a few more ne essary approximations. The plane-wave expansion an be limited sin e the ontribution from the high-energy states above some ut-o Ecut
is negligible. This energy ut-o is usually determined "empiri ally" by he king the onvergen e
of the ground state energy and other parameters with the in reasing value of Ecut . Using the
same pro edure one an determine the number of k-points needed for the integration in the re ipro al spa e. The optimal k-point grid is generated by the Monkhorst-Pa k s heme [65℄. Usually,
only the valen e states are in luded in the ele tron basis. In the ase of magnetite, we used eight
ele trons for Fe:3d6 4s2 and six ones for O:2s2 2p4 . For a tinides and lanthanides, mu h more
ele trons were taken; Pu(16):6s2 6p6 5f 6 7s2 , U(14):6s2 6p6 6d1 5f 3 7s2 , and Eu(17):5s2 5p6 4f 7 6s2 .
The lo al Coulomb intera tions between ele trons in the d and f states are in luded within the
LDA+U method [11℄. vasp uses the rotationally invariant version introdu ed by Lie htenstein
et al. [13℄. In onne tion with the GGA this method is alled GGA+U . The basi assumption
is made that the total energy of the whole rystal an be written in the form
(1)

Etot = EGGA + EU − Edc ,

where EGGA is the energy fun tional within the GGA, EU des ribes the on-site intera tions,
and Edc is the double- ounting orre tion equals to the average ele tron-ele tron intera tion,
already in luded in the GGA. The on-site intera tion energy EU is parametrized by the Coulomb
repulsion U and the Hund's ex hange energy J . These intera tions are written in the form of
the Hubbard-type model
EU = U

X

i,α,β,σ

niασ niβ σ̄ + (U − J)

X

niασ niβσ ,

(2)

i,α6=β,σ

where i runs over all atomi sites, α and β denote the d or f orbitals, and σ =↑, ↓ is the spin
omponent (σ̄ = −σ). The spin- and orbital-dependent ele tron o upan ies niασ are obtained
by the proje tion of the PAW fun tion Ψσ onto the spheri al harmoni s: niασ = |hi, α|Ψσ i|2 . The
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rst term in Eq. (1) des ribes the Coulomb repulsion between ele trons with antiparallel spins.
In the present approximation, the intraorbital and inter-orbital intera tions are the same and
equal U . In the a urate approa h, the latter oupling is smaller, U ′ = U − 2J . In the se ond
term, the inter-orbital intera tions for ele trons with parallel spins are redu ed by the ex hange
oupling J . The double- ounting term reads
1
1
Edc = U n(n − 1) − J[n↑ (n↑ − 1) + n↓ (n↓ − 1)],
2
2

(3)

where n = n↑ + n↓ is the average ele tron o upan y of all orbitals on one atomi site.
The ee tive one-ele tron potential is obtained by the fun tional derivative of the total energy
Etot over the harge density, taking into a ount the density of parti ular orbitals nασ (r). The
derived potential depends not only on the ele tron density, but also on two parameters U and
J . There are a few ways to determine their values. They an be expressed as fun tions the
1
(F 2 + F 4 ) (for d ele trons), whi h are given in terms of the
Slater integrals: U = F 0 and J = 14
Ra ah parameters A, B , and C [66℄. Usually, the atomi values of U are strongly overestimated
omparing to realisti intera tions in solids that are s reened by the itinerant s or p ele trons. The
ee t of s reening an be taken into a ount using the onstrained DFT method. The obtained
in this way value of U for the Fe(3d) states in magnetite equals approximately 4 eV [67℄, and
su h value was taken in our al ulations. The ex hange parameter J = 0.8 eV was obtained
from the formula J = 25 C + B [68℄, using the Ra ah parameters for Fe2+ ions: B = 0.131 eV
and C = 0.484 eV. For plutonium, we used the Coulomb energy U = 3 eV estimated from the
spe tros opi measurements [69℄.
For given parameters U and J , the ground state of a rystal is found by the minimization of
the total energy with respe t to the ele tron density and all latti e parameters; latti e onstants
and atom positions. The for e a ting on the ith atom is determined by the Hellmann-Feynman
tot
(HF) theorem, Fi = − dE
dui [70℄, so, the ondition Etot = min is equivalent to the equilibrium
state with all for es equal to zero. In vasp, the optimization of a rystal is arried out using the
onjugate gradient and quasi-Newton pro edures [60℄, and it is ontinued until all residual for es
and stress-tensor elements are less than the assumed values. The optimized rystal stru ture is
a starting point for the latti e dynami s studies.
Phonon dispersion urves and phonon DOSs were al ulated using the dire t method developed by Parlinski et al. [71℄ and implemented in the phonon program [72℄. The method is
based on al ulations of the HF for es by displa ing atoms, one at a time, from the equilibrium
positions. Ne essary displa ements are uniquely determined by the rystal symmetry and the
number of non-equivalent atoms in the super ell. The for e a ting on the ν th atom is related to
the atom displa ements by the formula
Fα (ν) = −

X

Φαβ (ν, µ)uβ (µ),

(4)

µ,β

where α = x, y, z is the dire tion in a rystal. The for e- onstants matrix elements Φαβ are
determined from Eq. (4) using the singular value de omposition method. The dynami al matrix
Dαβ (k) is onstru ted by the Fourier transformation of the for e- onstant matrix and then diagonalized for the set of k-points in the re ipro al spa e, D(k)e(k) = E 2 (k)e(k). This pro edure
provides the energy dispersion urves Ej (k) and polarization ve tors ej (k), where j = 1, ..., 3N
numerates the phonon bran hes, and N is the number of non-equivalent atoms in the primitive
ell. Sin e, the HF for es and for e onstants are al ulated from the total energy, Eq. (1), the
resulting phonon energies and polarization ve tors depend on the lo al intera tions U and J .
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3

Verwey transition in magnetite
Understanding magnetite means
understanding solid state physi s

Shui hi Iida (1971)

3.1

Histori al review

Magnetite is the oldest known magneti mineral naturally o urring on Earth. Dis overed in
an ient Gree e, magnetite was used in ompasses in Europe and China in the medieval times.
A rst indi ation of the phase transition at low temperatures was reported in the magneti
sus eptibility measurements in 1913 [73℄. Then it was dete ted as the anomalous peak in spe i
heat observed around TV = 120 K [74℄. Measuring the ele tri resistivity as a fun tion of
temperature, Verwey observed a sharp hange of its value at TV [75℄. Below TV magnetite has
about two orders of magnitude higher resistivity and shows typi al insulating behavior. Above
TV the ondu tivity in reases, and magnetite be omes a metal at higher temperatures.
In 1947, Verwey proposed the ele troni me hanism of the phase transition asso iated with
the harge ordering on the Fe ions [76℄. At room temperature, magnetite rystallizes in the ubi
fa e- entered stru ture with the spa e group symmetry F d3̄m. Fe ions o upy the tetrahedral A
sites with four oxygen neighbors and the o tahedral B sites surrounded by six oxygen atoms. In
the ioni model, all A sites are o upied by the trivalent Fe3+ ions, while on the B sites there is
a random distribution of equal numbers of Fe2+ and Fe3+ ions. Magneti moments at the A and
B sites are aligned antiparallely, giving the average magneti moment 4µB per formula unit. In
the metalli state, the ele tri al ondu tivity results from the ex hange of ele trons between Fe+2
and Fe+3 ions in the B sites. Verwey assumed that at lower temperatures ele tron u tuations
are frozen and below TV a stati harge order (CO) takes pla e at the iron B sites. In this model,
Fe ions with dierent valen y +2 and +3 o upy the alternative planes perpendi ular to the c
axis.
This simple ioni pi ture was questioned, when dira tion studies below TV revealed hanges
in the rystal stru ture, not onsistent with the Verwey model. In parti ular, the observation
of half-integer ree tions (h, k, l + 21 ) in neutron s attering indi ated the doubling of the unit
ell along the c axis [77℄. The neutron diuse s attering allows to identied the phonon at
k∆ = (4, 0, 12 ) with the ∆5 symmetry, whi h indu es riti al u tuations above TV [78℄. Lorenz
and Ihle des ribed the VT as a ondensation of a oupled harge density-phonon ∆5 mode, whi h
breaks the rystal symmetry and indu es ele tron lo alization below TV [79℄. Further neutron
measurements revealed even stronger diuse s attering with maxima at the Γ and X points
[80℄. Many other observations like the softening of the elasti onstant c44 [81℄, oxygen isotope
ee t [82℄, strong dependen e of TV on sto hiometry [83℄ and impurity doping [84℄ indi ated the
important role of the latti e in the VT.
Although the Verwey model was not onrmed, many experiments were planned in order to
prove or reje t the existen e of CO below TV . The nu lear magneti resonan e studies [85, 86℄
revealed 16 nonequivalent Fe(B ) sites below TV in agreement with the mono lini symmetry
[87℄. On the basis of very a urate dira tion neutron and x-ray studies, a simpler model of
the low-temperature phase was introdu ed with four non-equivalent B sites [88℄. Analyzing
the Fe-O distan es, the CO s heme was found with the fra tional harge disproportionation
at the Fe(B ) sites. In this model, B1 and B4 have larger ele tron o upation and smaller
valen e +2.4, while two others B2 and B3 have lower ele tron density and the larger valen e
+2.6. In 2004, two independent theoreti al LDA+U studies of the experimental mono lini
P 2/c stru ture onrmed the existen e of the fra tional CO at the B sites [89, 90℄. In addition,
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these al ulations revealed the orbital ordering of the o upied t2g states at the B1 and B4 sites.
Experimentally, the harge-orbital ordering has been studied using the resonant x-ray s attering,
whi h exploits a strong energy dependen e of Bragg peaks lose to the absorption edge. Although,
some ontradi tion results were published [91℄, many onvin ing results supporting the fra tional
harge and orbital ordering were presented during last few years [92, 93, 94, 95, 96℄.
In spite of this signi ant progress, the fundamental questions about the origin of the VT
have remained open. It was not lear what is the main driving for e of the transition: the
Coulomb intera tion or the latti e instability? What is the order parameter of the VT? What is
the relation between the the ele tron-phonon intera tion and the harge-orbital ordering observed
below TV ? In a series of papers [M1,M2,M3℄, we addressed these questions using the theoreti al
approa h whi h ombines the analyti al group theory analysis with the omputational ab initio
te hniques. The main results are presented in the following se tions.
3.2

Order parameters

In the Landau theory of stru tural phase transitions, the order parameter (OP) is asso iated with
a soft mode, whi h redu es the high-symmetry spa e group H to one of its subgroups L ⊂ H. The
soft mode is hara terized by the irredu ible representation (IR) of the high-symmetry group H.
The OP whi h determines the symmetry of the low-symmetry phase is alled a primary OP. A
se ondary OP is asso iated with a phonon mode whi h redu es the symmetry of the spa e group
H to an intermediate spa e group I , su h that I be omes a subgroup to H, and a supergroup
for L, i.e., L ⊂ I ⊂ H. If the low-symmetry phase is generated by a simultaneous ondensation
of a few phonons, a phase transition an be des ribe by two or more OPs. Thus, in general N
primary OPs redu e the high-symmetry spa e group H into L1 , L2 , . . . , LN spa e groups, and
the nal low-symmetry spa e group L is an interse tion of all these subgroups. The se ondary
OPs are asso iated with phonons whi h redu e the symmetry of the high-symmetry spa e group
to intermediate spa e groups In , su h that Ln ⊂ In ⊂ H, where n = 1, 2, . . . N .
We performed the group theory analysis of the symmetry redu tion from the high-symmetry
spa e group H = F d3̄m to the low-symmetry mono lini phase L = P 2/c. The details of the
analysis were presented in [M1,M2℄. To obtain the list of possible intermediate {In } and lowsymmetry {Ln } spa e groups, we used two omputer odes: opl [97℄ and isotropy [98℄. We
found that there is no single IR whi h redu es F d3̄m to low-symmetry L = P 2/c. This means
that the phase transition in Fe3 O4 is driven by at least two primary OPs. A loser inspe tion
of spa e group-subgroup relationships, leads us to the on lusion that in prin iple there are ve
primary OPs: X3 , ∆2 , ∆4 , ∆5 , T2g , and ve se ondary ones: A1g , Eg , T1g , X1 , T2g (see Tab. I
in [M1℄). Depending on the number of non-zero omponents the IR T2g an be lassied as the
primary or the se ondary OP.
The X3 mode is the only primary OP at the zone boundary and its appearan e is ru ial to
generate the mono lini symmetry (see Tab. III in [M2℄). Experimentally, the atomi displa ements with the X3 symmetry were found in the neutron diuse s attering dete ted above TV
[100℄. At the k∆ point, there are three possible OPs and the interse tion of either of these modes
with X3 indu es the P 2/c symmetry. The experiments revealed that the dominant omponent
of atomi displa ements at k∆ , observed in the diuse s attering [78℄ as well as in the dira tion
studies [87℄, has the ∆5 symmetry. The ontribution of the T2g OP, whi h ouples to the shear
strain, was suggested by the observed softening of the c44 elasti onstant [99℄. The T2g phonon
redu es the ubi symmetry (F d3̄m → Imma), but it does not hange the nal mono li P 2/c
spa e group.
The main result of the group theory analysis implies that the mono lini symmetry is indu ed
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by two primary OPs X3 and ∆5 , and the redu tion diagrams an be written
F d3̄m → [X3 , k = (0, 0, 1)] → P mna(2),



1
→ P bcm(4),
F d3̄m → ∆5 , k = 0, 0,
2

(5)

where the in rease of the primitive ell is indi ated in bra kets. The interse tion of these two
groups gives the P 2/c spa e group
P mna ∩ P bcm = P 2/c.

(6)

The se ondary OPs do not redu e further the rystal symmetry but they be ome a tive at
the VT by oupling to the primary OPs or to the external elds. This oupling is des ribed by
the Landau free energy expanded in a series of non-zero omponents of the OPs, and the order
of oupling terms is determined by the group theory. In [M3℄, we performed the analysis of the
VT within the Landau theory in luding two primary OPs: X3 (g) and ∆5 (q ), one se ondary OP:
T2g (η ), and the shear-strain (ǫ). The free energy an be written in the form
F = F0 +

α1 2 β1 4 γ1 6 α2 2 β2 4 δ1 2 2 α3 2 α4 2 δ2 2 δ3 2
g + g + g + q + q + g q + η + ǫ + ηg + ǫg + δ4 ηǫ, (7)
2
4
6
2
4
2
2
2
2
2

were F0 is a onstant part of the potential. We assume that β1 > 0, β2 > 0 and γ1 > 0
to ensure the stability of the potential at high temperatures. For the se ond-order terms we
assume standard temperature behavior αi = ai (T − Tci ) near the riti al temperature Tci for
0 ). Taking
i = 1, 2, 3. The oe ient α4 is the shear elasti onstant at high temperatures (C44
rst derivatives of F over the OPs we obtain the dependen e between g and q
q2 = −

δ1 g2 + α2
,
β2

(8)

whi h has three possible solutions: (i) g = 0 and q 2 = − αβ22 if α2 < 0 (P bcm), (ii) q = 0 and
g2 = − αδ12 if α2 > 0 and δ1 > 0 or α2 < 0 and δ1 > 0 (P mna), (iii) g 6= 0 and q 6= 0 (P 2/c).
In the bra kets we put the spa e group symbols, whi h hara terize the low-symmetry phases.
The solution (iii) whi h orresponds to the experimentally observed mono lini phase requires
simultaneous ondensation of both primary OPs. The ne essary ondition for this is a negative
value of δ1 . For δ1 < 0, Eq. (8) has a non-zero solution provided that |δ1 |g2 > α2 . It implies that
for α2 > 0 (T > Tc2 ), the phase transition o urs when g ex eeds a riti al value |δα12| , so it has
a dis ontinuous (rst-order) hara ter. In [M3℄, we derived also the temperature dependen e of
the elasti onstant c44 , whi h shows a riti al softening above TV , and found a good agreement
with the experiment and previous al ulations [99℄.
3.3

Ele troni

stru ture

The ele troni stru ture of the high-temperature ubi phase of magnetite an be understood
starting from the ele tron ongurations of Fe2+ and Fe3+ ions. Due to the Hund's ex hange
both ioni ongurations orrespond to the high-spin states Fe2+ : t32g↑ t2g↓ e2g↑ (S=2) and Fe3+ :
t32g↑ e2g↑ (S=5/2). The ex hange oupling auses the splitting of the majority up-spin and minority
down-spin states and shifts one type of the states with respe t to the other. Consequently only
the down-spin states o upy the energy levels at the Fermi energy (EF ). Additionally, the 3d
states are split into t2g and eg orbitals by the rystal eld, whi h is mu h larger at the Fe(B )
atoms than at the Fe(A) ones. All these features are visible in Fig. 1, where the ele tron
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Figure 1: Ele troni DOSs of Fe3 O4 for the ubi (top) and mono lini (bottom) phase with
U = 0 (left) and U = 3 eV (right).
density of states (DOS) for up-spins and down-spins obtained at U = 0 and U = 4 eV for both
symmetries ubi F d3̄m and mono lini P 2/c is plotted. The al ulation details were presented
in [M1,M2℄.
The ele troni DOS al ulated for the ubi stru ture shows similar properties, independently
on U . In agreement with the previous al ulations [101, 67, 102℄, the ground state is metalli
with the minority t2g -Fe(B ) states at EF . On the Fe(A) atoms all the down-spin 3d states are
o upied and the up-spin states lie above EF , so these ele trons do not parti ipate in the harge
transport. The antiparallel orientation of spins at the A and B sites explains the ferrimagneti
order observed in magnetite. For U = 4 eV the DOS just above EF de reases be ause of partial
lo alization of ele trons, however, the realisti value of U does not yet generates the insulating
state. The al ulations performed for the mono lini symmetry with U = 0 give very similar
ele tron DOS as for the ubi stru ture.
The situation hanges when the mono lini phase is optimized at U > 0. In this ase, the
gap opens between the o upied t2g states at the B1 and B4 sites and the empty states at the
B2 and B3 ones. It orresponds to the CO with the higher density of ele trons at the B1 and
B4 sites ( harge +2.4) and the lower ele tron o upation at the B2 and B3 sites ( harge +2.6).
Additionally, the o upied states at the B1 and B4 sites exhibit the antiferro-orbital ordering.
The ele trons at Fe(B1) o upy only the orthogonal dxz and dyz orbitals, while at Fe(B4) they
ll the dx2 −y2 states.
3.4

Latti e dynami s

Phonon spe trum in magnetite has been studied using various experimental te hniques in luding
the INS [103℄, Raman [104, 105, 106℄ and infrared [105℄ spe tros opy, as well as the nu lear
inelasti s attering (NIS) [107, 108℄. Temperature dependent measurements revealed signi ant
hanges of phonon frequen ies at TV indi ating the parti ipation of latti e in the me hanism of
the VT [105, 106, 108℄. The phonon DOS al ulated for the ubi symmetry by the ab initio
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methods shows a good agreement with the NIS spe trum [107, 108℄. In [M1℄, we in luded the
lo al Coulomb intera tions for phonon al ulations and a detailed omparison between the theory
and experiment was done in [M2℄.
We have al ulated the phonon spe tra for fully optimized rystal stru tures. The obtained
latti e onstants are equal a = 8.37 Å (U = 0) and 8.44 Å (U = 4 eV), both in good agreement
with the experimental value aexp = 8.39 Å. The larger volume for U = 4 eV stems from the
in reased repulsion between the 3d ele trons. In the Γ point, there are 39 opti modes lassied
a ording to the IRs of the ubi symmetry group,
Γ = A1g + 2A2u + Eg + 2Eu + T1g + 3T2g + 4T1u + 2T2u .

(9)

There are four infrared modes with T1u symmetry, ve Raman modes with A1g , T2g , and Eg
symmetries, and seven silent modes of A2u , T1g , Eu , and T2u IRs. In Table 1, we ompare the
energies of the opti modes in the Γ point al ulated at U = 0 and U = 4 eV (J = 0.8 eV) with
the experimental data from the neutron, infrared, and Raman measurements. Apart from one
infrared mode, all energies in rease for nonzero U , and the largest hanges rea hes 20-30%. The
strongest hanges indu ed by U are found for the Raman a tive and in most ases it leads to
better agreement with the experiment. In parti ular, the energy of the Eg mode, whi h in reases
by 8.9 eV, agrees better with the Raman s attering. The improvement with the experiment is
found also for the highest Raman A1g mode. Interestingly, these two modes, whi h were lassied
as the se ondary OPs, exhibit the largest energy shifts and anomalous linewidths lose to the TV ,
[105, 106℄. In ontrast, the infrared modes have a weaker dependen e on U and no signi ant
hanges were dete ted at TV [105℄.
Table 1: Phonon energies (in meV) at the Γ point ompared with the experimental data from
Refs. [103℄a , [104℄b , [105℄c , and [106℄d . The energy hange ∆E is given in %.
Γ
T2u
T1u
Eu
T2g
Eg
T1g
A2u
T1u
T1u
T2u
T2g
Eu
T2g
T1u
A1g
A2u

a tive U = 0 U = 4.0 eV
16.84
17.68
I
19.98
21.46
21.10
22.71
R
24.16
25.77
R
32.87
41.76
33.10
39.27
35.53
38.08
I
38.31
40.10
I
40.03
42.85
42.72
45.31
R
49.61
55.22
52.50
54.30
R
65.10
68.89
I
66.77
66.24
R
73.06
82.74
74.21
81.33

∆E

Experiment

5.0
18.5a
7.4
12b
7.0
6.7
23.93c , 23.93d
27.0 39.43b , 38.19c , 37.20d
18.6
7.2
4.7
32b
b
7.0
42.5 , 43.4c
6.1
11.3
50.83b , 50.83d
3.4
5.8 67.20b , 66.95c , 66.95d
0.8
68b , 69.43c
b
13.2 83.32 , 83.07c , 82.95d
9.6

The phonon energies in rease in spite of the larger rystal volume and interatomi distan es
indu ed by the ele tron repulsion. The Hubbard intera tion U inuen es the o upation of the
t2g orbitals and their polarization leads to stronger lo alization. Thus, the harge redistribution
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Figure 2: Phonon dispersion relations as obtained for the ubi phase of Fe3 O4 with (a) U =
J = 0, and (b) U = 4.0 eV and J = 0.8 eV. The squares show the experimental data obtained
by neutron s attering [103℄. Two primary OPs ∆5 and X3 are marked by ir les in (b).
modies s reening of Coulomb intera tions and the interatomi for es. More lo alized ele trons
redu e the s reening of ioni intera tions, and enhan e the interatomi for es. This me hanism
explains observed hanges in the phonon spe trum, in parti ular, the in rease of phonon energies
for U > 0.
Phonon dispersion urves were al ulated along the high symmetry dire tions (∆[001], Σ[110],
and Λ[111]) (Fig. 2). They are ompared with the low-energy phonon bran hes obtained by the
INS [103℄. Two panels in Fig. 2 show the results of al ulations for U = 0 (left) and for U = 4
eV (right). In both ases, the energies of the longitudinal a ousti (LA) bran hes agree with the
experiment very well, almost independently on U . It demonstrates that the LA modes do not
ouple strongly to ele trons, and are not so sensitive to the hanges in the ele troni stru ture.
Dierent behavior is observed for the transverse a ousti (TA) and opti (TO) modes. Along
the ∆ dire tion, the energies of the TA phonons in rease and they agreement with the neutron
data improve. Analyzing the lowest opti bran hes in this dire tion, we observe also a signi ant
hanges in dispersion urves. A ording to the experimental assignment, the lowest mode at the
kx point has the X4 symmetry, and it does not agree with al ulations for U = 0. The orre t
sequen e of phonons is a hieved when ele tron intera tions are in luded, so the lowest TA and
TO modes get the appropriate symmetries, X4 and X3 , respe tively. This result indi ate that
phonons at the zone boundary strongly intera t with ele trons, and the hanges in the ele troni
stru ture indu ed by U signi antly modify their spe trum.
3.5

Me hanism of the Verwey transition

The group theory analysis revealed that the Verwey transition is indu ed by two OPs ∆5 and
X3 . The omputational studies onrmed that these two modes strongly ouple to ele trons, and
this oupling is onsiderably enhan ed by the Hubbard intera tion U [M1,M2℄. We studied how
the rystal stru ture and the ele troni DOS hange due to latti e distortion generated by the
polarization ve tors, al ulated by the phonon program. In Fig. 3, we present the dependen e of
the total energy of rystal on the amplitude of the normal modes. For U = 0, the deformation of
the rystal, indu ed by any of the onsidered modes, always leads to larger energy. It means that
the ubi phase without ele tron orrelations is the absolute ground state, and its energy annot
be lowered by rystal deformation. The hara ter of the ele tron-phonon oupling hanges when
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Figure 3: Total energy of Fe3 O4 as a fun tion of the phonon amplitude Q of the X3 , X4 , and ∆5
modes for U = 0 and U = 4 eV. The arrow indi ates the energy gain ∆E ∼ 1.6 eV due to the
orbital polarization.
the lo al intera tion U is in luded. It indu es polarization of the t2g orbitals and their partial
ordering. In Fig. 3, the gain in energy ∆E ∼ 1.6 eV due to orbital polarization is illustrated
by the arrow starting at E = 0. This orbital order, however, has no long-range hara ter and it
does not indu e yet the metal-insulator transition. It has to be stabilized by the ele tron-phonon
oupling, whi h leads to further de rease in energy. We found that for U = 4 eV both phonon
OPs: X3 and ∆5 lower the total energy (see Fig. 3).
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Figure 4: Ele troni DOSs for the F d3̄m, F d3̄m + X3 , F d3̄m + ∆5 , and P 2/c symmetry for
U = 0 (dashed line) U = 4 eV (solid line).
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Figure 5: Orbital order on the Fe(B ) ions indu ed by (a) the X3 phonon (bla k arrows) and (b)
the P 2/c mono lini distortion.
The ee t of both phonons on the ele troni stru ture for U = 0 and U = 4 eV is presented
in Fig. 4, where DOSs of the distorted rystals are ompared with the ubi phase. For the ∆5
mode, magnetite remains a metal, although at U = 4 eV, a signi ant redu tion of the spe tral
weight above EF is aused by the ele tron-phonon intera tion. This oupling is stronger for the
X3 phonon, whi h at U = 4 eV, opens the gap at EF leading to the metal-insulator transition.
The insulating gap ∆ = 0.3 eV is omparable with the experimental value (0.15 eV) [109℄ and
the value found for the P 2/c stru ture (the bottom panel of Fig. 4).
The displa ement of atoms in the X3 mode are plotted in Fig. 5(a). The Fe(B ) and O atoms
move parallely along the [110℄ dire tions; oxygen displa ements are about 30% smaller than the
iron ones. The atom movement in a single plane modulates the Fe-O distan es in perpendi ular
dire tion and generates the orbital ordering in the nearest neighbor planes. The ele trons o upy
the orthogonal dyz and dxz orbitals on the Fe(B ) atoms, thus forming the antiferro-orbital order.
The splitting of the t2g states by the X3 mode generates also the fra tional harge ordering.
It is onsistent with the harge-orbital order found in the P 2/c stru ture, Fig. 5(b), although,
more omplex onguration of harges and orbitals in the mono lini phase results from the
ondensation of two OPs: X3 and ∆5 . The latter is responsible for the doubling of the unit ell
in the c dire tion, so the 2a modulation of the harge-orbital pattern results from the ele tronphonon oupling at the k∆ point.
In this pi ture, the OPs are omposed of the latti e omponents, the ∆5 and X3 phonons,
and the orresponding ele troni parts. The ondensation of the OPs means the simultaneous
breaking of the rystal symmetry and the harge-orbital ordering. Therefore, instead of a typi al
soft-mode behavior, the riti al u tuations of harge density oupled to latti e distortions were
observed by the diuse s attering. As dis ussed earlier, the ooperation of two OPs X3 and ∆5 is
the essen e of the VT. The X3 mode is responsible for the metal-insulator transition, leading to
the harge-orbital ordering. The ∆5 phonon alone does not generate the insulating state but it
indu es the rystal distortion at k∆ , thus, it is ru ial for the mono lini distortion. The theory
based on two OPs, therefore, joins the two main on epts of the VT, harge ordering and rystal
distortion, in one oherent s enario.
The presented theory explains the majority of experimental fa ts related to the VT, but a few
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open problems remain. One of them is the exa t rystal stru ture below the transition, whi h
has not been ompletely resolved yet. The mono lini P 2/c spa e group used in our analysis
des ribes the low-temperature phase very well [88℄, but there are additional tiny distortions,
whi h lowers rystal symmetry to the spa e group Cc. There is also ongoing dis ussion on the
magnitude of the harge-orbital ordering below TV [110℄. Another problem on erns the behavior
of magnetite at high pressures. It was observed that the riti al temperature TV de reases under
pressure and drops to zero around p = 8 GPa [111℄. It is not lear if the same me hanism drives
the VT at high pressures, and how it is modied by the quantum riti al point dis ussed in a
re ent work [112℄. One more open question on erns the VT in the doped and non-stoi hiometri
systems. In parti ular, the observed hange of the transition hara ter, from the rst order to
se ond order, at small doping, is still not well understood [113℄.
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4 Phonons in the a tinide ompounds
4.1

Un onventional super ondu tivity in PuCoGa5

Dis overed in 2002, PuCoGa5 is the rst super ondu tor ontaining Pu with the riti al temperature Tc = 18.5 K [114℄, the highest among all known f -ele tron ompounds. In the heavy-fermion
super ondu tors, like CeCoIn5 or UPt3 , Tc does not ex eed 3 K. PuCoGa5 is a strongly type II
super ondu tor with the high upper riti al eld Hc2 (T = 0) = 740 kOe, the oheren e length
ξ = 2.1 nm, and the Ginzburg-Landau parameter κ = 32. There is no eviden e of a long-range
magneti order, however, the Curie-Weiss behavior of the magneti sus eptibility above Tc indiates the existen e of disordered lo al moments on Pu. The rystal stru ture is tetragonal with
the P 4/mmm spa e group onsisting of the Pu-Ga planes separated by the Co and Ga layers (see
Fig. 6). There are two nonequivalent positions of gallium, one at the basal plane GaI (0.5,0.5,0)
and se ond at GaII (0.5,0,z). Co atom is lo ated at half distan e between two Pu atoms in the
c dire tions.

Figure 6: Crystal stru ture of PuCoGa5 .
The ele troni stru ture of PuCoGa5 was studied by the DFT methods [115, 116, 117℄ as
well as the photoemission spe tros opy [118℄. The states lose to EF are dominated by the
5f ele trons, with small ontribution of the d and p states. In the LDA, the 5f ele trons are
ompletely delo alized with the maximum in DOS at EF [115℄. It does not agree with the
photoemission spe trum onsisting of a small peak at EF and the main spe tral weight shifted
to lower energies by about 1.2 eV. Mu h better agreement is found in the spin-polarized LDA
[119℄ or LDA+U al ulations [120℄. The lo al Coulomb intera tion redu es further the intensity
at EF and shifts the main manifold to lower energies 1-2 eV (see Fig. 7). Ele tron orrelations
beyond the stati approximation were in luded in the DMFT studies [121℄. These orrelations
ontribute to the narrow peak at EF and suppress the long-range magneti order, thus improving
the agreement with the experiment.
Similarity to the heavy-fermion super ondu tors [122℄ and strong ele tron orrelations point
out to the possibility of un onventional, magneti ally mediated me hanism of super ondu tivity.
The temperature dependen e of resistivity is onsistent with the spin u tuation model [123℄.
The spin sus eptibility and the spin-latti e relaxation rate indi ate the d-wave gap fun tion [124℄.
On the other hand, the observed Tc is within the range of standard ele tron-phonon me hanism
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Figure 7: The total ele tron DOS of PuCoGa5 for the NM (U = 0) and FM (U = 3 eV) states.
of super ondu tivity. Some dis repan y between the phonon model and the experimental data,
dis ussed in [123℄, may result from applying the simplied Einstein model.
The realisti model of super ondu tivity requires the information on the phonon spe trum.
The main obje tive of our studies was to al ulate the phonon spe trum and to investigate how
the lo al Coulomb intera tion U inuen es the latti e dynami s in PuCoGa5 . We have al ulated
the phonon dispersion urves using the GGA+U approa h, and found a strong dependen e of the
phonon energies on the lo al Coulomb intera tion U . This result was then veried experimentally
using the inelasti x-ray s attering at the European Syn hrotron Radiation Fa ility (ESRF) in
Grenoble. The main results of the theoreti al and experimental studies, presented in three
arti les [P1,P2,P3℄, are des ribed in the following se tions.
4.2

Ele tron

orrelations and phonons in PuCoGa5

We optimized the rystal and ele troni stru ture of PuCoGa5 using the total-energy DFT
method. The al ulations were performed in the 2×2×1 super ell with 28 atoms. We onsidered
the nonmagneti (NM) state with U = J = 0, and two magneti AF and FM long-range orders
with U = 3 eV and J = 0.7 eV. The obtained rystal parameters are ompared with the experimental data in Tab. 2. For the NM state the latti e onstants are underestimated due to the
la k of magneti intera tions. The agreement with the experiment improves in the magneti ally
ordered states, and the latti e parameters have similar values for the AF and FM ongurations.
Although, the long-range magneti order in PuCoGa5 does not exist, this result indi ates that
Table 2: Latti e onstants a and c (in Å) and the internal Ga oordinate z .
a
c
z

NM (U = 0) FM (U = 3 eV) AF (U = 3 eV) exp (Ref. [114℄)
4.197
4.246
4.249
4.232
6.693
6.917
6.883
6.786
0.304
0.311
0.312
0.312
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Figure 8: Phonon dispersion urves of PuCoGa5 for U = 0 (left) and U = 3 eV (right).
lo al magneti intera tions inuen e the rystal parameters. Similarly, the ele troni DOS obtained for U = 3 eV shows mu h better agreement with the photoemission spe trum. In Fig.
7, we ompare the results of our al ulations for the NM and FM state. In the latter ase, the
main 5f -ele tron peak is shifted from the Fermi level to lower energies E ∼ −1 eV.
We have al ulated the phonon dispersion urves for both the NM and FM ground states,
with the orresponding optimized rystal stru tures. The HF for es were al ulated from the
independent atomi displa ements (u = 0.02 Å) of all nonequivalent atoms: two for Pu, Co, and
GaI (along x and z) and three for GaII (along x, y, and z). In the zone- enter (the Γ point),
there are eighteen opti modes, lassied a ording to the following irredu ible representations:
Γ = A1g + B1g + 2Eg + 3A2u + B2u + 4Eu .

(10)

The phonon energies and polarization ve tors at the Γ point are analyzed in details in [P1℄. The
energies of all modes depend on Coulomb intera tion U , and the largest hanges (∼ 30%) were
found for the two lowest opti modes A2u and Eu . It follows mainly from the modied geometry
of the rystal for nite U and the modied f -ele tron harge distribution. In fa t, these two
me hanisms give opposite ee ts. On one hand, the in rease of the interatomi distan es due to
larger Coulomb repulsion leads to the redu tion of the for e onstants and phonon energies. On
the other hand, a stronger ele tron lo alization weakens the harge s reening and enhan es the
for e onstants. In PuCoGa5 , the rst ee t is dominating, and all phonon energies de reases
with U . Fig. 8 presents the omparison between the phonon dispersion urves al ulated for
U = 0 (left) and U = 3 eV (right). Apart from an overall softening of phonon energies, there are
also qualitative hanges in the dispersion urves. This is learly seen for the lowest TA mode,
whi h is separated from other modes for U = 0, while for U = 3 eV it interse ts with other
phonons lose to the X and M points.
In order to verify the obtained results and to nd out whi h ase, U = 0 or U = 3 eV,
better des ribes a real material, we have measured the phonon dispersion urves using the IXS.
This te hnique was hosen, be ause the single rystal size of PuCoGa5 was too small for the
INS. The experiment was arried out on the beamline ID28 at the ESRF in ollaboration with
the group of physi ists from Grenoble (ESRF,CEA) and from the Japan Atomi Energy Agen y
in Tokai. The 242 Pu-based samples were prepared in the Institute for Transuranium Elements
in Karlsruhe, and en apsulated in order to omply with safety regulations. The measuring of
phonon bran hes was guided by the al ulations of the neutron s attering intensity using the
phonon program. The details of the experimental setup are des ribed in [P2℄.
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Figure 9: Phonon dispersion urves of PuCoGa5 in the ∆ [100℄ (top) and Λ [001℄ dire tion
(bottom) ompared with the IXS experimental points.

The omparison between the theory and experiment is presented in Fig. 9, where dispersions
are plotted in separate groups lassied a ording to their irredu ible representations. In the
upper part, there are dispersions along the [100℄ dire tion. The longitudinal modes orrespond
to the ∆1 symmetry, and the transverse modes belong to the ∆3 and ∆4 representations. The
representation ∆3 ontains the transverse modes with polarization along the c axis and the ∆4
one phonons polarized along the b axis. All a ousti modes (independently on U ) agree very
well with the experiment. They are less sensitive to hanges in latti e geometry than the opti
ones. All LO modes show signi ant dependen e on U , but they were not measured in the [100℄
dire tion. For the TO modes, ∆3 and ∆4 , there is a systemati improvement onne ted with
the softening of these modes. Espe ially, the lowest TO modes strongly depend on U , and their
energies approa h the experimental values.
Along the [001℄ dire tion, the hanges indu ed by ele tron orrelations have similar hara ter.
Among the LO modes, with the Λ1 symmetry, the larest shift is found for the lowest mode, from
15.8 meV to 12 meV (this mode was not measured). Two other LO modes al ulated for U = 3 eV
agree very well with the experimental points. The transverse modes (Λ3 ) are doubly degenerated
with two equivalent polarizations along the a and b dire tions. The two lowest TO modes strongly
soften with U and the agreement with experiment is signi antly improved. A strong shift is
also visible for the highest mode, whi h hanges its energy from 30.5 to 27.5 meV.
The observed softening of phonon energies results from hanges in the for e onstants Φαβ
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indu ed by Coulomb intera tions (see [P3℄). The largest hanges were found for the Pu and Ga
atoms lo ated in the Pu-Ga plane. Both the on-site for e onstants Φxx and Φzz for these atoms
show signi ant de rease for U = 3 eV. For example, Φzz for Ga hanges from 4.04 to 1.5 eV/Å2 .
The hanges indu ed by U are visible also in the total and partial phonon DOS's plotted in Fig.
10. The low-energy range of phonon spe trum is mainly modied by the vibrations of Ga atoms.
Their masses are mu h lower than those of the Pu atoms, and their movement is more sensitive
to hanges in the rystal geometry. The Pu partial DOS is mainly modied in the middle range
of energies. At higher energies, the hanges are mainly aused by the Ga and Co atoms.
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Figure 10: The total and partial phonon DOSs of PuCoGa5 for U = 0 (dashed line) and U = 3
eV (solid line).

4.3

Ele tron-phonon intera tion

Having the phonon energy spe trum, we al ulated the riti al temperature Tc of the super ondu ting state, using the Allen-Dynes formula [125℄
hωi
1.04(1 + λ)
kB Tc =
exp −
,
1.20
λ − µ∗ (1 + 0.62λ)




(11)

where hωi is the average phonon energy, λ is the ele tron-phonon oupling onstant, and µ∗ is
the value of the ee tive Coulomb intera tion. The oupling onstant λ was estimated taking
only phonons at the Γ point. For ea h mode ν , λν was al ulated using the following formula
[126℄
λν =

N (EF )hgν2 iEF
.
ων2

(12)

The ele tron-phonon matrix element is given by
gν;k,n =

X
α

eν
√ α hk, n|∇α V |k, ni,
Mα

(13)

where α runs over all atoms and dire tions in the unit ell, eνα are the polarization ve tors, and
∇α V is the hange of potential asso iated with atom displa ement uα . Diagonal matrix elements
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in Eq. (13) an be obtained from the deformation potential for the state |k, ni [127℄
hk, n|∇α V |k, ni =

∂ǫkn
,
∂uα

(14)

where ǫkn are ele tron energies near the Fermi level. Sin e the average phonon energy is weakly
dependent on U , we take only values for U = 0. For the obtained λ ∼ 0.7 and hωi = 212
K, we get the Tc = 14 K (at µ∗ = 0). For µ∗ = 0.1, this value is redu ed to Tc = 7 K. The
obtained values are lower than the observed Tc = 18 K, however, the method used here is very
approximate and does not take into a ount possible strong ele tron-phonon ee ts for k 6= 0.
Re ently, the phonon-mediated pairing me hanism was studied within the Eliashberg theory
[128℄. The authors used the phonon DOS al ulated in [P1℄ (Fig. 10) to obtain the ele tronphonon spe tral fun tion αF (ω). Additionally, the d-wave pairing symmetry onsistent with
the experimental observation [124℄ was assumed. The temperature dependen e of the super ondu ting gap ∆(T ) and ele tri al resistivity of PuCoGa5 was al ulated and very good agreement
with the experiment was found. This result supports the view that phonons may be responsible
for the super ondu tivity in PuCoGa5 . Moreover, a strong inuen e of ele tron orrelations on
latti e dynami s dis ussed in the previous se tions suggests a possible interplay of the magneti
and phononi degrees of freedom in su h me hanism. One of the important question arises: why
only the plutonium ompound in the series ACoGa5 with A = U, Np, Pu, and Am is super ondu ting. The results on latti e dynami s of UCoGa5 , presented in the next se tion, shed some
light on this issue.
4.4

Phonons in UCoGa5

UCoGa5 is isostru tural to PuCoGa5 and belongs to a large group of UTGa5 ompounds, where T
is a transition metal. In ontrast to PuCoGa5 , UCoGa5 is a nonsuper ondu ting, temperatureindependent paramagnet, with mu h lower spe i heat oe ient γ = 5 mJ/mol K2 . These
features indi ate the itinerant hara ter of 5f ele trons [129℄, supported also by the ab initio
studies [115, 130℄. The 5f ele trons dominate at the Fermi level, however, the majority of the
5f states are uno upied and shifted to higher energies. The position of the 5f band makes the
ele troni properties of UCoGa5 signi antly dierent than those of PuCoGa5 . The al ulated
Fermi surfa e and the ele troni spe trum show good agreement with the de Haas-van Alphen
experiment [129℄ and the x-ray photoemission measurement [131℄.
We optimized the ele troni and rystal stru ture of UCoGa5 using the GGA approa h (U =
0). The details of al ulations are presented in [U1℄. The obtained latti e parameters a = 4.240
Å, c = 6.708 Å, and z = 0.306, agree very well with the experimental values a = 4.234 Å,
c = 6.723 Å, and z = 0.305. The HF for es and for e onstants were al ulated by displa ing
all nonequivalent atoms from their equilibrium positions by 0.03 Å. The phonon dispersion
urves along high-symmetry dire tions are presented in Fig. 11. They are ompared with the
experimental points measured at room temperature by the INS arried out on the triple axes
spe trometers TAS-1 and TAS-2 at the rea tor JRR-3 in JAERI (Japan). Apart from the vi inity
of the M point, the agreement with the measured a ousti and opti modes is very good. At
the M point, the lowest TA mode ould not be measured due to a very low intensity of neutron
s attering. The se ond lowest mode is shifted about 2 meV omparing to the measured value.
The presented result was obtained without in luding the Hubbard intera tion U . The alulations with the same values of U = 3 eV and J = 0.7 eV as for PuCoGa5 in the magneti ally polarized state were unstable and we ould not get good onvergen e while optimizing
the ele troni stru ture. It onrms the non-magneti itinerant hara ter of 5f ele trons in
this ompound. While PuCoGa5 and UCoGa5 have identi al rystal stru tures and very similar
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Figure 11: Phonon dispersion urves of UCoGa5 ompared with the experimental points obtained
by the neutron s attering.
latti e parameters, the dieren e in latti e dynami s in these ompounds results from dierent
ele troni properties. In the U ompound, the 5f ele trons exhibit the itinerant hara ter, while
they are partially lo alized in the Pu ompound. This is the origin of signi antly dierent
properties of these two materials.
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5

Latti e dynami s of Eu

Europium o upies rather ex eptional position among the lanthanides. It is the only RE whi h
rystallizes in the body- entered ubi stru ture in normal onditions. Eu exhibits a large atomi
volume due to its divalent valen y. The 4f shell is half-lled with the expe ted maximum magneti moment 7µB and the orbital moment equal zero. The rystal eld intera tions redu e this
moment to 5.9µB . At TN = 91 K, Eu undergoes a transition to the AF state with the in ommensurate spin spiral order with the period 3.6a [132℄. The optimized latti e onstant obtained
in the standard DFT al ulations is a few per ent smaller than the experimental value [133℄.
This overbinding of the 4f ele trons an be weaken by applying the self-intera tion orre tion
[55℄ or the LDA+U method [134℄.
Our al ulations were performed in the 2×2×2 super ell with 16 atoms. We assumed the FM
ground state, whi h gives after minimization the magneti moment 7.1µB . The latti e onstant
a = 4.432 Å is smaller about 2.7% than the measured value a = 4.555 Å at 100 K. The HF
for es were al ulated by displa ing the Eu atom in one of the main dire tions by u = 0.07 Å.
In Fig. 12(a), the phonon dispersions are plotted along the high-symmetry dire tions between
the Γ = (0, 0, 0), N = ( 12 , 21 , 0), P = ( 12 , 12 , 12 ) and H = (0, 0, 1) points. All phonon bran hes
are positive, although, be ause of a large atomi mass of Eu, the phonon energies are very low
E < 10.5 meV.
The phonon DOS is plotted in Fig. 12(b). By omparing the phonon DOS with the dispersion
urves one an easily identify the three peaks. The peak at 5 meV orresponds to the lowest TA
mode observed between the P and H points. A sharp peak at 7.5 meV results from a at mode
found in the N P dire tion. The highest mode around 10 meV orresponds to vibrations along
the N H dire tion. The observed shoulder at 3 meV is asso iated with a low-lying TA mode at
the N point.

Figure 12: Phonon dispersion urves (a) and phonon DOS (b) of Eu.
The phonon spe trum of Eu was measured by the nu lear inelasti s attering method. This
te hnique uses the resonant nu lear absorption, hara teristi for the Mössbauer isotopes su h
as 57 Fe and 119 Sn [135℄. The phonon spe tra are obtained by measuring the intensity of phonon
reation or annihilation as a fun tion of dieren e between the in ident radiation energy and the
nu lear resonan e. Besides Eu, this te hnique was used to study phonons in 161 Dy [136℄. The Eu
experiment was performed at the ID22 beamline of the ESRF in Grenoble. For measurements,
the 200-nm-thi k epitaxial lm was prepared and investigated in situ in ultra-high va uum onditions. Details of the sample preparation and the experimental set-up are des ribed in [E1℄. The
obtained phonon DOS at T = 100 K is presented in Fig. 13. A three-peak stru ture is very well
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resolved in spite of the instrumental broadening of the peaks. To ompare this spe trum with the
theory, we have onvoluted the al ulated DOS with a Gaussian fun tion taking the width at half
maximum of 1.45 meV (the experimental resolution). The intensities and energies of the peaks
agree very well with the measured data. The additional small peak at 13 meV is not a ounted
for by the al ulations and most likely it arises due to the adsorption of atoms from the residual
gases. We have ompared also the theoreti al and experimental values of the spe i heat (Cph ),
vibrational entropy (Sph ), mean atomi displa ements (uav ) and for e onstants (Φav ), as well
as the sound velo ity (vT ) at T = 100 K nding a perfe t agreement between them (see Tab. 3).

Figure 13: The omparizon of the theoreti al phonon DOS (solid line) with the experimental
NIS data (points) for the b phase of Eu.
For europium, we did not study the ee t of lo al Coulomb intera tions on phonons. Previous
al ulations demonstrated that the Hubbard intera tion U hanges the position of the 4f band
below the Fermi level and in reases the rystal volume [133, 134℄. We expe t some modi ation
of the phonon spe trum due to stronger ele tron lo alization and rystal expansion. However, a
very good agreement between the al ulated DOS for U = 0 and the experiment indi ates that
the interatomi for es are reprodu ed very well and the ee t of ele tron orrelations on phonons
is not signi ant. It onrms that the 4f ele trons in lanthanides are mu h more lo alized
that the 5f ele trons in a tinides and do not play the a tive role in the interatomi bonding.
Nevertheless, the inuen e of ele tron orrelations on phonons in the RE materials is an open
problem and will be the subje t of future studies.
Table 3: Thermodynami and elasti properties of Eu at 100 K obtained from the experimental
and theoreti al phonon DOS. The systemati errors are indi ated in bra kets.
physi al quantity experiment theory
Cph (kB /atom)
2.8(1)
2.8
Sph (kB /atom)
3.8(1)
3.8
uav (Å)
0.094(2)
0.091
Φav (N/m)
33(2)
32.42
vT (m/s)
1658(30)
1639
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General remarks and summary

The presented results demonstrate a strong dependen e of phonon spe tra and related dynami al
properties on the ele troni stru ture. We fo used on the ee ts indu ed by lo al Hubbard-type
intera tions, parti ularly important for the transition-metal ompounds and f -ele tron metals.
Good examples are two orrelated systems dis ussed here, Fe3 O4 and PuCoGa5 . In both ases,
the phonon spe tra al ulated within the standard DFT approa h show signi ant qualitative
and quantitative dis repan ies with the experiments. The agreement is largely improved by
in luding the realisti values of the Hubbard intera tion within the LDA+U method. Ele tron
orrelations modify also ele tron-phonon intera tions, and in the ase of magnetite, this interplay
of ele trons with latti e plays the ru ial role in the me hanism of the Verwey transition.
In two other materials, UCoGa5 and Eu, ele tron orrelations seem not to ee t strongly
phonon energies. This on lusion is based on good agreements between the experiments and
al ulations assuming U = 0. In the uranium ompound, the 5f ele trons are delo alized and
the Coulomb repulsion between them is strongly s reened. This situation is similar to the dele tron elements like Fe or Ni, where standard DFT approa h is su ient to obtain phonon
spe tra. In Eu, we have the opposite situation. The 4f ele trons are lo alized in the ore and
do not parti ipate in atomi bonding. However, the ase of Eu is rather ex eptional, so, more
studies are needed for better understanding of latti e dynami s in the rare earths.
The presented examples show that the rst-prin iples al ulations an be su essfully used for
studying strongly orrelated ele tron-phonon systems. Often su h al ulations are indispensable
for planning and performing the experiments on latti e dynami s in new omplex materials. In
many ases, the experimental results obtained by the highly advan ed te hniques, like the inelasti x-ray and resonant nu lear s attering, an be understood and interpreted only by omparison
with the theory.
In the following points, I summarize the main results presented in the dis ussed papers.
[M1℄ The me hanism of the Verwey transition in magnetite was studied using the group theory
and ab initio methods. The lo al Coulomb intera tions between ele trons in the 3d states on
Fe were in luded within the GGA+U method. Two primary order parameters with symmetries
X3 and ∆5 were identied. These phonons strongly ouple to ele trons, breaking the ubi
symmetry and lowering the total energy of the rystal. It was found that the X3 mode indu es
the metal-insulator transition for the realisti value of the Hubbard intera tion U = 4 eV.

The stru tural phase transition from the high-symmetry ubi to the low-symmetry mono lini phase in magnetite was studied using the group theory. All primary and se ondary order
parameters were found and the Landau free energy for the Verwey transition was derived. The
rystal stru ture parameters of both phases and phonon dispersions were studied in details using
the GGA+U method. The agreement between the theory and experiment is signi antly improved by in luding the lo al Coulomb intera tion U = 4 eV and Hund's ex hange J = 0.8 eV.
It was revealed that phonon energies are in reased due to ele tron lo alization and the ele tronphonon oupling is enhan ed due to the harge-orbital ordering. Both ee ts are indu ed by the
Hubbard intera tion U between the t2g ele trons on iron.
[M2℄

[M3℄ The Landau theory was used to study the Verwey transition in magnetite. The free energy
fun tional was expanded in a series of omponents belonging to two primary order parameters X3
and ∆5 , and one se ondary order parameter T2g . The onditions of simultaneous ondensation
of both primary order parameters resulting in the low-symmetry mono lini phase were obtained
and dis ussed. The temperature dependen e of the elasti onstant c44 was derived and the
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me hanism of riti al softening due to oupling between the shear strain and order parameters
was analyzed.
The ele troni and rystal stru ture of the PuCoGa5 super ondu tor were al ulated. A
good agreement with the experimental data was a hieved for the Coulomb repulsion U = 3
eV and Hund's ex hange J = 0.7 eV for the 5f ele trons on Pu. A large inuen e of ele tron
orrelations on phonon dispersion urves was revealed. The softening of the transverse opti al
modes (∼ 30%) is aused by the rystal volume expansion indu ed by the lo al ele tron repulsion.
Using the phonon density of states, the heat apa ity and ele tron-phonon oupling onstant were
obtained. The possibility of phonon me hanism of super ondu tivity in PuCoGa5 was dis ussed.
[P1℄

The phonon dispersion urves of PuCoGa5 were measured by the inelasti x-ray s attering
te hnique. In the experiment, the hoi e of the Brillouin zones, s attering wave ve tors, and
energy ranges was guided by the dynami al stru ture fa tor al ulations. A very good agreement
between the measured and theoreti al dispersion urves was found for the realisti value of the
Hubbard intera tion U = 3 eV. This result indi ates a signi ant ee t of ele tron orrelations
on latti e dynami s in PuCoGa5 .

[P2℄

The inuen e of the on-site Hubbard intera tion U on for e onstants Φαβ and phonon
density of states in PuCoGa5 was analyzed. A small anisotropy of the for e- onstant matri es
exists due to the tetragonal symmetry. The in rease of the interatomi distan es indu ed by the
Coulomb repulsion make all for e onstant smaller. The largest hanges were found for the Pu
and Ga atoms; the on-site for e onstant Φzz is redu ed more than 60%, what orresponds to a
large softening of the Ga partial DOS.

[P3℄

The phonon dispersion urves of UCoGa5 were studied using the GGA al ulations and
the inelasti neutron s attering method. The al ulations were performed without in luding the
Hubbard intera tion U . A good agreement between the theory and experiment supports the
view that the 5f ele tron in UCoGa5 have itinerant hara ter and orrelation ee ts are mu h
weaker than in the isostru tural PuCoGa5 .
[U1℄

The latti e dynami s of the rare-earth metal Eu was studied within the GGA method.
The ele troni stru ture, in luding the 4f ele trons, and rystal parameters were optimized for
the ubi b phase. The al ulated phonon density of states was ompared with the phonon
spe trum obtained by the inelasti nu lear s attering method. A very good agreement between
them indi ates that orrelation ee ts in the 4f states have rather small ee t on phonons. The
thermodynami and elasti properties derived from the theory and experiment were su essfully
ompared.
[E1℄
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